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A Rich History in Innovation

Founded in 1919 by Clessie Cummins and W.G. Irwin

Pioneered the development of diesel engines

Promoted diesel as a reliable source of power

Earned its first profit in 1937



Our Business
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190+ 
Countries

and territories
Employees
worldwide

55,000
Continents
6 Power

Generation

Mining, Oil & 
Gas, Defence

On Highway 

Marine

Rail
Construction 
& Agriculture

7400+
Dealer 

locations

600
Distributor
facilities



Essence of Our Culture
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“Business is not a balance sheet, or machinery or factories. 
Business is a collection of human beings that can accomplish 
more working together than any one of them could separately. “ 

J Irwin Miller 

“In the search for character and commitment, we must rid 
ourselves of our inherited, even cherished biases and 
prejudices…When we indulge ourselves in such irrational 
prejudices, we damage ourselves most of all and 
ultimately assure ourselves of failure in competition with 
those more open and less biased.” 

“If a man or woman is to do his or her best, it has to be in 
a climate where they want to do it.” 



Corporate Responsibility 
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Environment EducationEquality of 
Opportunity

3.6
Tonnes of waste 

collection & 
recycling

2,385
Students impacted 
through Education 

initiatives

4,641
Trees planted

401 
employees picked up 
tools for repairs and 

improvements or 
volunteered for works

1.2 
million
meals provided 

and / or delivered

350
employees donated 

blood, 
potentially saving 

+1000 lives!





Our Leadership Culture
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‘Inspiring and 
encouraging all 
employees to 

achieve their full 
potential’



Impact & Insights
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“Understanding that how I perceive the world and make decisions isn’t always the same way that others do.” 

“Teams can come together to bring about results that no one person could achieve on his or her own.”

“Recognize how much we need to rely on those around us to fill in our gaps and bring strengths to the 
areas in which we are weak.” 

“Too often we perceive that we have nothing in common with those who have obvious different outward 
appearances; however, because of invisible diversity, we may actually have more in common with one 

another than we ever thought. The key is taking the time to learn and appreciate it.”

“Insights into my interactions both at work and home.” 





Questions?
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